
CATEGORY 5 4 3 2 Incomplete

Completeness

All work is in the correct 

order (even if absent), 

complete, and attached 

in the notebook. Anyone 

could use as study guide.

Every page is in correct 

order, but not attached 

in the notebook or 1-2 

assignments are missing.

Work and notes are 

mostly done, but 3-4 

assignments are missing.

Work and notes are 

partially done; 5-6 

assignments are missing.

Little attempt has been 

made to maintain 

neatness. More than 6 

assignments missing.

Organization

Table of Contents (ToC) 

is updated using page 

numbers and titles. Every 

page has a number 

assigned and every page 

is titled.

ToC is missing 1-2 entries 

and/or 1-2 pages are 

missing numbers and/or 

titles.

ToC is missing 3-4 entries 

and/or 3-4 pages are 

missing numbers and/or 

titles.

ToC is missing 5-6 entries 

and/or 5-6 pages are 

missing numbers and/or 

titles.

ToC is not updated and 

page numbers and titles 

are missing throughout 

notebook.

Creativity/ 

Neatness

Additional detail, color, 

and creativity 

demonstrate quality 

work. The details added 

were "over and above" 

the basic requirements. 

ISN is very neat and all 

writing is easily legible.

Some detail, color, and 

creativity demonstrate 

good work. There is 

some attempt to add 

details that are "over and 

above" the basic 

requirements. ISN is neat 

and all writing is legible.

Detail, color, and 

creativity demonstrate 

basic requirements. ISN 

is somewhat neat and 

most writing is legible.

Detail, color, and 

creativity are 

inconsistent. ISN is not 

neat and writing is barely 

legible.

Little to no attempts 

were made in the area of 

creativity or neatness.

15 = 5.0
14 = 4.7

10 = 3.3
11 = 3.7
12 = 4.0
13 = 4.3

9 = 3.0

1 = .30
2 = .70
3 = 1.0
4 = 1.3
5 = 1.7
6 = 2.0
7 = 2.3
8 = 2.7


